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The atomic industry has accumulated significant
experience in the development and fabrication of
radiation monitors which, unlike radiation measurement
and monitor check-out instruments, are not confined
to the facilities, but are threshold devices that
registering gamma and neutron radiation from NM at
a rate of external background radiation plus an excess
of threshold values which give a signal.

At VNIIEF, radiation monitors have been designed
that measure for transported or pedestrian carried
radioactive material and allow a quick determination
of an excess gamma and/or neutron background on
natural or fixed levels. For this problem, neither the
type of the material or its amount need to be determined,
but other parameters are measured to detect highly
sensitive br priority materials, defined by the threshold
of detection, operational monitoring efficiency,
simplicity of use and demonstrative imaging of results.

All these parameters were considered at VNIIEF
in the design of pedestrian radiation monitor KPRM-
P1. Post KPRM-P1 is an automatic pedestrian radiation
monitor, installed on communicating and KPP
enterprises, and intended for checking for authorized
or unauthorized radioactive material possessed by
pedestrians crossing a controlled space.

The post can be used in physical protection
systems, accounting and monitoring for radioactive
material on enterprises, used for specified material in
its technological cycle, and on other objects as well,
where monitoring is required for any movement of
radioactive material. The post can be operated in the
local mode or as part of a complex safety system.

Post KPRM is a device that detects gamma and
neutron radiation of controlled material from external
radiation over background. Features of the post include
the following:

• self-diagnostics of equipment;

• background radiation calibrations;

• detection of wear out radioactive material;

• continuous radiation monitoring (checking "pos-
session" of radioactive object across space of post
and around it);

• checking an unauthorized access to equipment;
and,

• an "Alert" indication under prescribed conditions.

In the event of finding radioactive material,
anomalous changing of the background or breaking an
operation of blocks is triggered and sound, light, and
information signal "ALERT" with an indication of the
type of event that caused operating the alarm signalizing
(for example: "wear out," "possession," "DAMAGE"
(fault of detector), or "BACKGROUND") and the
detector(s) number registering the event.

Information about changing a mode or any change
of a condition of the post is fixed and can be sent to the
central computer by request or with specified
periodicity.

If needed, the central computer can also change
parameters, defining sensitivity of post and possible
false alarm level.
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